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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Neurodegeneration after mild traumatic brain injury may manifest as decreasing regional brain volume
that evolves from months to years following mild traumatic brain injury and is associated with worse clinical outcomes. We hypothesized
that quantitative brain volume derived from CT of the head, performed for clinical indications during routine care, would change with time
and provide insights into the putative neuroinflammatory response to mild traumatic brain injury.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We searched the electronic medical record of our institution for NCCTs of the head performed in patients
with mild traumatic brain injury and included those who also underwent NCCTs of the head 1 month to 1 year before and after mild
traumatic brain injury for an indication unrelated to trauma. Controls underwent 3 sequential NCCTs of the head with indications
unrelated to trauma. The whole-brain and intracranial volume groups were computed using ITK-SNAP. Brain volumes normalized to
intracranial volumes were compared across time points using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

RESULTS: We identified 48 patients from 2005 to 2015 who underwent NCCTs of the head in the emergency department for mild
traumatic brain injury and had NCCTs of the head performed both before and after mild traumatic brain injury. Median normalized brain
volumes significantly decreased on the follow-up study post-mild traumatic brain injury (0.86 versus 0.84, P � .001) and were similar
compared with pre-mild traumatic brain injury studies (0.87 versus 0.86, P � .927). There was no significant difference between normalized
brain volumes in the 48 controls.

CONCLUSIONS: A decrease in brain volume following mild traumatic brain injury is detectable on CT and is not seen in similar patients
with non-mild traumatic brain injury during a similar timeframe. Given the stability of brain volume before mild traumatic brain injury, CT
volume loss may represent the subtle effects of neurodegeneration.

ABBREVIATIONS: IQR � interquartile range; mTBI � mild traumatic brain injury; NCCTH � NCCT of the head; TBI � traumatic brain injury

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) affects an estimated 1.7 million

patients annually in the United States and is a major cause

of morbidity and mortality.1,2 Most, 70%–90% of cases of TBI,

are classified as mild TBI (mTBI), which is also known as con-

cussion.3 Although mTBI-related symptoms resolve in most

patients, a minority of patients experience persistent symp-

toms, which may be disabling.4

Conventional CT and MR imaging examinations performed

as part of routine clinical care typically reveal no visible indica-

tions of trauma in patients with mTBI. Neuroinflammation, pro-

posed as a mechanism underlying persistent dysfunction and

brain structural changes following mTBI, however, might mani-

fest as subtle brain swelling on acute timeframe imaging.5 Al-

though quantitative studies of brain volume have demonstrated

both gray and white matter volume loss after mTBI using MR

imaging, published studies of brain volume in TBI have an im-

portant limitation: They did not have access to pre-mTBI brain

imaging and cannot therefore assess change of brain volume from

a preinjury baseline.6-16 Moreover, prior studies generally re-

ported change during the long-term after mTBI. Although prior

studies have shown a reduction in brain volume after mTBI, in the

absence of a baseline, it is unclear whether these changes are the
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result of resolving subtle trauma-related edema due to neuroin-

flammation or atrophy from neurodegeneration.

CT is widely performed as the initial imaging test of choice for

patients who present with acute mTBI, but it has not been re-

ported as a method to quantify brain volume changes.17-19 In this

study, we aimed to mine existing clinical CT examinations, per-

formed as a part of routine clinical care, to quantify baseline brain

volume before mTBI and assess subsequent brain volume change.

Because NCCT of the head (NCCTH) is ordered in patients for a

variety of reasons unrelated to trauma, we can compare mTBI

examinations with CT performed both before and following

mTBI in the same patients, to quantify brain volume changes

following mTBI and determine whether the change suggests res-

olution of acute swelling, consistent with resolving neuroinflam-

mation, or loss of volume, consistent with neurodegeneration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population and Study Design
After obtaining approval from our institutional review board, in-

cluding a waiver of informed consent for our Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act–compliant study, we used Clini-

cal Looking Glass (Streamline Health, Atlanta, Georgia) to search our

electronic medical records for patients who underwent NCCTH for

the evaluation of mTBI. Specifically, we searched for radiology re-

ports from NCCTHs ordered in the emergency department at Mon-

tefiore Medical Center from 2005 to 2015 with clinical indications of

“trauma,” “fall,” “concussion,” or “assault.” Subjects were included if

they also underwent NCCTH 1–12 months before and after the

mTBI scan for a nontraumatic indication (Fig 1). If the patient un-

derwent multiple scans in these intervals, the scan closest to the time

of mTBI was used. Controls were identified by searching Clinical

Looking Glass for patients who underwent 3 sequential NCCTHs in

the emergency department for nontraumatic reasons at time inter-

vals similar to those in the patients with mTBI.

Demographic information and medical comorbidities were

obtained for each individual from the electronic medical records at

the time of mTBI (cases) or the second CT

(controls). Clinical notes associated with

NCCTHs performed before mTBI, at the

time of mTBI, and after mTBI were re-

viewed to assess the clinical state of the pa-

tient at the time of each scan, including the

mechanism of injury, clinical indications,

and signs and symptoms.

CT Image Acquisition and Data
Storage
During routine clinical care, axial
NCCTH images were acquired on Light-

Speed VCT and LightSpeed RT16 (GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) at a

kilovolt (peak) ranging from 120 to 140

and milliampere ranging from 280 to

300. For each subject, the hardware and

technique remained constant across all

time points. We retrieved DICOM files

containing 0.625-mm-thick axial slices

of the head from the PACS and stored

them on a password-protected local hard drive. Subjects were

excluded if 0.625-mm-thick images were not available.

Image Processing
Processing and analysis were performed by 3 postgraduate year

3 or postgraduate year 4 radiology residents, supervised by an

American Board of Radiology Certificate of Added Qualifica-

tion– certified neuroradiologist. Before the processing and

analysis of all cases, a random subset of 18 cases was indepen-

dently segmented by 2 residents and interrater reliability was

assessed. Once the protocol was considered reliable, the resi-

dents then processed and analyzed the remaining cases inde-

pendently to conserve time and resources. Incomplete datasets

were excluded. Next, all images were first visually inspected.

Subjects were excluded if there was evidence of acute or active

disease, including hemorrhage, mass, acute or chronic infarct,

and hydrocephalus. Images degraded by motion or beam-

hardening artifacts were also excluded. Patients with age-re-

lated abnormalities, such as white matter hypodensities, were

not excluded.

We assessed total brain and intracranial volumes using semi-

automated threshold segmentation in ITK-SNAP, Version 3.6.0

(www.itksnap.org), adhering to the following standardized pro-

tocol for consistency20: An initial lower threshold of 20 HU and an

upper threshold of 75 HU were applied. We chose these thresh-

olds on the basis of maximal differentiation between brain paren-

chyma and CSF on visual inspection. We then placed 10-mm

seeds in the centrum semiovale, corona radiata, basal ganglia,

adjacent to the occipital horn of each lateral ventricle, and pons.

Seeds were grown to fill the desired volume, followed by inspec-

tion of the segmentations and growing of additional seeds to fill

parenchyma not included by active contour evolution. Structures

spuriously included in the initial segmentation, such as paraspinal

soft tissues or the optic nerve, were then manually edited. The

inferior extent of the cerebellar tonsils was defined as the caudal

limit of the segmentation volume. A representative final segmen-

FIG 1. Flowsheet of included and excluded cases.
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tation is demonstrated in Fig 2. To calculate total intracranial

volume, we started with the previously computed brain segmen-

tation. We then used a lower threshold of �20 HU and an upper

threshold of 100 HU to maximize differentiation between the

skull and intracranial contents. The segmentation was then grown

to fill the intracranial volume, and structures spuriously included,

such as paraspinal soft tissues or the optic nerve, were then man-

ually edited. The inferior extent of the cerebellar tonsils was also

defined as the caudal limit of the intracranial segmentation

volume.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using STATA, Version 12.1

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Each individual’s brain vol-

ume was initially normalized to his or her total intracranial vol-

ume. Continuous demographic variables were compared using

the Mann-Whitney U test, and categoric variables, with the �2 or

Fisher’s exact test when appropriate. Interrater reliability was as-

sessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient. Brain volumes

were compared within individuals across timepoints using the

Wilcoxon signed rank test. Absolute changes in brain volumes

were calculated between the initial scan and the index scan and the

index scan and follow-up for both the patients and controls. Dif-

ferences in absolute volume changes between patients and con-

trols were calculated using the Mann-Whitney U test. A 2-tailed P

value � .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
We identified 28,777 patients who underwent NCCTH (“index

CT”) in 1 emergency department for evaluation of traumatic head

injury. Of these, 751 also underwent NCCTH within 1–12 months

both before (“baseline CT”) and after (“follow-up CT”) the index

CT (Fig 1). Of the 751 patients, 48 patients had no visible CT

abnormalities on any CT or history of head trauma at the time of

either the baseline CT or follow-up CT. In addition, 48 matched

control subjects were identified who underwent 3 CT examina-

tions, which were similarly named (baseline, index, and follow-up

CT).

Patient demographics did not differ between patients with

mTBI and controls (Table 1). Similarly, there was no significant

difference in the median time between baseline, index, and fol-

FIG 2. ITK-SNAP screenshot showing total brain volume segmentation.
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low-up scans. Additionally, patients with mTBI and controls had

similar rates of underlying medical comorbidities (Table 2).

Among the 48 patients with mTBI, 36 fell (75%), 5 were assaulted

(10%), 2 were involved in a motor vehicle collision (4%), and 5

sustained trauma by other mechanisms (10%). Broadly, nontrau-

matic clinical indications in both mTBI and control groups in-

cluded altered mental status from a variety of reasons, headache,

seizure, dizziness, and weakness.

Among 18 randomly selected subjects, we found excellent

agreement between 2 researchers, with intraclass correlation co-

efficients of 0.998 (95% confidence interval, 0.995– 0.999) for the

index CT and 0.965 (95% CI, 0.905-.986) for the follow-up CT.

When we compared subjects across time in a pair-wise fash-

ion, brain volume (as a normalized fraction of total intracranial

volume) decreased from 0.86 at the time of mTBI to 0.84 at fol-

low-up (P � .02, Fig 3). We found no significant change in brain

volume from the baseline NCCTH to the time of mTBI and no

significant change in brain volume of the controls during the

same time intervals.

We next compared the trajectory of volume changes between

patients with mTBI and controls. The magnitude of change in

adjusted brain volume between study cases at the time of mTBI

and follow-up NCCTH was significantly larger than that of con-

trols during a similar time interval (0.012; interquartile range

[IQR], �0.001– 0.027 versus 0.002; IQR, �0.008 – 0.016; P �

.021). There was no difference in the magnitude of adjusted brain

volume change between the baseline NCCTH for patients with

mTBI as well as controls during the same time interval (0.000;

IQR, �0.007– 0.010 versus 0.004; IQR, �0.014 – 0.013; P � .753).

Brain volume declined from the baseline CT following mTBI sig-

nificantly more than the change for controls during the same time

interval (0.007; IQR, �0.001– 0.026 versus �0.002; IQR, �0.015–

0.020; P � .034).

DISCUSSION
Although CT is the recommended initial method for evaluating

patients with mild traumatic brain injury, to our knowledge, this

is the first report of quantitative analysis

of brain volume changes derived from

NCCTH in patients with mTBI.21 While

we do not propose the use of CT for rou-

tine clinical follow-up, the ubiquity of

NCCTH performed during routine clin-

ical practice in the emergency depart-

ment makes these data ripe for analysis

to characterize and gain insight into the underlying disease pro-

cess. We found a significant decrease in brain volumes from the

time of mTBI to follow-up 1–12 months later, with evidence of

stable brain volume during 1–12 months before mTBI and across

similar timeframes in controls evaluated in the emergency depart-

ment for reasons other than TBI.

Changes in brain volume following mTBI have been described

in many previous studies to correlate with clinical sequelae of

long-term brain injury. In 2 studies that reported whole-brain

volume changes in patients with TBI with a range of severity,

average total brain volume decreases of 7.6 mL were found at 1

year in patients with mTBI and 157.3 mL in patients with mild and

moderate TBI.6,16 For reference, normal human total brain vol-

ume at 32 years of age averages 1273.6 mL in men and 1131.1 mL

in women and declines by about 0.2%– 0.5% per year in healthy

individuals.22-24 We showed an absolute decrease of approxi-

mately 40 mL after mTBI at a median of 149 days’ follow-up.

Although our study and others showed significant brain volume

changes, some studies failed to show any volume differences after

mTBI.25,26 Most studies that reported changes in regional brain

volume showed changes in regions such as the frontal gyri,

precuneus, temporal gyri, caudate, cingulum, and hippocam-

pus.6,8,15,27,28 The ITK-SNAP protocol we used is robust to

discrimination of bone, fluid, and soft tissue on CT but cannot

discriminate soft-tissue differences (eg, gray versus white mat-

ter) sufficiently to allow regional segmentation. Currently

available regional segmentation algorithms such as FreeSurfer

(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) are validated for parcel-

lation of MR imaging.29 CT images provide substantially lower

soft-tissue contrast than MR imaging, and we are not aware of

any validated methods for parcellation of brain regions based

on CT.

Although decreases in brain volume have been reported after

mTBI, it is unclear if these changes reflect resolution of trauma-

related edema, which might be at a level not detectable on visual

inspection, or development of atrophy in the wake of injury. An-

imal models have shown both early cortical thickening due to

transient edema after trauma followed by reduction of cortical

thickness due to atrophy.30,31 Our findings of stable brain volume

between pretrauma and index mTBI scans with subsequent de-

creases in volume at follow-up suggest neurodegeneration follow-

ing mTBI rather than acute edema at the time of mTBI with sub-

sequent resolution. Most volumetric studies of mTBI do not

include comparison with preinjury imaging. However, a longitu-

dinal study of ice hockey players included MR imaging at the

beginning and end of a season of play as well as additional scans

for players who sustained mTBI during that time. Brain vol-

umes at the end of the hockey season declined in all players,

regardless of incident mTBI, and no increase in brain volume

Table 1: Subject demographics
mTBI (n = 48) Controls (n = 48) P Value

Median age (IQR) (yr) 63 (52–79) 71 (50–82) .202a

Male sex percent (No.) 42% (20) 31% (15) .289b

Median pre- to index interval (IQR) (day) 118 (67–239) 171 (87–274) .123a

Median index to post interval (IQR) (day) 149 (79–204) 124 (61–219) .901a

a Mann-Whitney U test.
b �2 test.

Table 2: No significant differences in comorbidities that may
affect brain volume between cases and controls

mTBI
(n = 48)

Controls
(n = 48)

P
Valuea

Dementia 23% (11) 25% (12) �.999
End-stage renal disease 8% (4) 8% (4) �.999
Diabetes mellitus 48% (23) 38% (18) .409
Hypertension 75% (36) 77% (37) �.999
Cardiac arrhythmia/valvular

disease
19% (9) 19% (9) �.999

Seizure disorder 10% (5) 10% (5) �.999
Cirrhosis 8% (4) 6% (3) �.999
Psychiatric disorders 30% (14) 19% (9) .339

a Fisher exact test.
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was detected at the time of mTBI.12 The decline in brain vol-

umes regardless of concussion status in these hockey players

could represent a consequence of repeat game-related brain

trauma in the entire cohort.

In addition to mTBI, many other clinical disorders have been

shown to cause longitudinal change of brain volume, including

dehydration, schizophrenia, neurodegenerative disorders, and

normal aging.32-36 Although our patient group with mTBI did

exhibit comorbid medical conditions, the control group, who

were of similar age, exhibited a similar prevalence of comorbid

disorders but did not demonstrate any significant change in brain

volume during similar time periods. This finding makes comor-

bid disease an unlikely explanation for the effects we found. We

considered that administration of IV fluid in the emergency de-

partment might result in an increase in brain volume, with a

subsequent decrease detectable on follow-up. However, be-

cause all 3 CT examinations were performed in the emergency

department but the only significant change occurred between

the index and follow-up CT, and only in patients with mTBI,

we consider hydration status an unlikely explanation of the

findings.

Our study has several limitations. First, the retrospective

design cannot confirm a causal relationship between incident

mTBI and brain volume change. Second, our reliance on clin-

ical information collected as a part of routine clinical care may

be inadequate to determine the true nature of a patient’s clin-

ical condition. Third, because of the inconsistency of clinical

record entries created by different clinicians across time, we

could not correlate the volume changes we identified with con-

sistently measured clinical outcomes. Fourth, decline in brain

volume with time could confound our results, particularly in

older individuals. However, reference to the published changes

in volume due to aging during 12

months makes it highly implausible

that we would detect a change due to

aging in our follow-up interval (mTBI

median, 267 days; control median,

295 days). Moreover, to detect a de-

cline due to normal aging during only

1 of the 2 sequential follow-up inter-

vals we examined would be very un-

likely. Last, our CT protocols could

not be optimized prospectively, creat-

ing the potential for bias due to image

quality. We were, however, able to

confirm that there were no changes in

imaging equipment during the time-

frame of each subject’s 3 CT examina-

tions, that voxel size was identical

across all CT examinations, and that

imaging parameters for the studies we

included differed minimally, if at all.

Moreover, minimal changes in imag-

ing parameters limitation is ubiqui-

tous in long-term studies, especially

retrospective analyses.

CONCLUSIONS
Semiautomated volumetric analysis of the NCCTHs is reliable

and detected a significant decrease in normalized brain volumes

following mTBI in the setting of preinjury volumetric stability,

suggesting neurodegeneration as the primary mechanism for vol-

ume loss. Further study is warranted to determine how these

changes correlate with clinical outcomes.
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